Sideways Dislocation of the Temporomandibular Joint Meniscus: The Edge Sign

Seventy temporomandibular joint arthrograms of 49 patients with symptoms of internal joint derangement were reviewed. Twenty-three of these arthrograms (33%) were abnormal but atypical for anteriorly dislocated meniscus. The lower temporomandibular joint space had a well-defined edge located inferiorly, which was attributed to pressure from a sideways-dislocated meniscus. We called this appearance the “edge sign.” Seven patients with radiologically apparent sideways dislocation were operated on. The meniscus was dislocated laterally in six and medially in one. The incidence of irreducibility and perforation was higher in sideways-dislocated than in anteriorly dislocated menisci.

Temporomandibular joint (TMJ) dysfunction is a common ailment. It is estimated to afflict up to 28% of the adult population [1]. Numerous publications have outlined the techniques and use of arthrography in the evaluation of derangements of the TMJ meniscus [2–7]. According to these reports, the meniscus most commonly dislocates anteriorly and rarely dislocates posteriorly. We have observed on several arthrograms an abnormal appearance of the lower-TMJ space, suggesting sideways dislocation of the meniscus. Sideways dislocation was confirmed at surgery in seven cases. To the best of our knowledge, this type of dislocation has not previously been described in the literature. The radiologic appearance, incidence, and clinical implications of sideways dislocation of the TMJ meniscus are the subject of this report.

Materials and Methods

Seventy TMJ arthrograms were performed on 49 patients referred to us because of symptoms suggesting internal derangement. Forty-five were women and four were men. The ages ranged from 16 to 50 years. The arthrograms were performed in a conventional manner. Using the preauricular approach with the patient in the lateral position, a 1.5-in. long, 22-gauge needle was used to inject the lower-joint space with a mixture of 60% renographin and 0.1% epinephrine. Spot films were obtained with the mouth closed and during various degrees of opening. The joint was also videotaped while the patient opened and closed the mouth. The upper-joint space was not injected with contrast material. Arthrotomography was not performed routinely because it increases radiation exposure and is unnecessary in most patients. Arthrotomography was reserved for cases in which the position or integrity of the meniscus could not be ascertained on the basis of the standard arthrogram alone.

Results

The meniscus was in normal position in eight of the 70 joints examined (11%). Thirty-nine menisci were anteriorly dislocated (56%). Eighteen of the 39 (46%) reduced to normal positions on opening the mouth, while 21 (54%) remained dislocated on maximum opening. Five of the 39 menisci (13%) were perforated. All perforated menisci failed to reduce on maximum opening of the mouth.
Sideways Dislocation: The “Edge Sign”

Based on the arthrographic appearance, 23 of the 70 menisci (33%) were judged to be dislocated anteriorly and sideways, or only sideways. The sideways-dislocated meniscus presses on the contrast material in the lateral or medial aspect of the lower-joint space, producing a margin, or an edge (Fig. 1). We called this the “edge sign.” The sideways-dislocated meniscus appears as a filling defect surrounded by contrast material. The “edge sign” can appear in combination with the more classical sign of anterior meniscal dislocation, as seen in Figure 2, or it can be the only evidence of a dislocated meniscus.

Of the 23 sideways-dislocated menisci, 21 (91%) did not reduce on maximum opening of the mouth. The meniscus was perforated in nine cases (39%). Seven joints were operated on and the sideways position of the meniscus was surgically confirmed in all seven cases. Six menisci were dislocated laterally and one medially. A variable degree of anterior displacement was present in all cases.

Discussion

The TMJ meniscus is considered to be in normal position when the posterior band (the thickest portion of the meniscus) is situated over the mandibular condyle. The normal lower-joint arthrogram shows no abnormal impression on the anterior recess (Fig. 3). The joint capsule inserts on the condyle and contrast material normally covers the condyle. The inferior limit of the joint, however, is not well defined, and does not have a sharp edge either in the closed- or in the open-mouth position. When the posterior attachment of the meniscus is stretched or torn, the posterior band dislocates anteriorly (Fig. 4). The lower-joint arthrogram shows an abnormal impression on the anterior recess. The inferior border of the lower-joint space remains poorly defined in both the closed- and open-mouth positions.

In 23 of 70 arthrograms (33%), we found an abnormal radiographic appearance dissimilar to the classical description of an anteriorly dislocated meniscus. In these cases, the lower-joint space had a well-defined sharp margin, or edge, located inferiorly. This edge became sharper and better defined on opening the mouth. We called this new finding the “edge sign.” We attributed this edge to a sideways-dislocated meniscus pressing on the contrast-filled lower-joint space. The sideways-dislocated meniscus is seen as a filling defect in the lower-joint space surrounded partly or completely by contrast material. The “edge sign” was frequently seen concomitantly with the more familiar impression of an anteriorly dislocated meniscus. In five cases, however, the “edge sign” was the only indication of a dislocated meniscus. Ninety-one percent of sideways-dislocated menisci failed to reduce on maximum opening of the mouth, compared with 54% of anteriorly dislocated menisci. The difference is statistically significant (p <0.005). The incidence of perforation was also higher in sideways-dislocated (39%) than in anteriorly dislocated (13%) menisci. The difference is statistically significant.
Fig. 3.—A, Schematic representation of normal anatomy of temporomandibular joint (TMJ) and meniscus. Posterior band of meniscus (pb) is superior to mandibular condyle. B, A normal lower-TMJ arthrogram. There is no abnormal impression on contrast-filled lower-joint space (arrow). Notice lack of sharp definition of contrast material overlying condyle.

Fig. 4.—A, Schematic representation of anteriorly displaced posterior band due to laxity and redundancy of bilaminar zone. B, Arthrogram showing corresponding abnormal impression on lower-joint space caused by dislocated posterior band (arrow).

(p <0.01). When the meniscus is perforated, contrast material filling the upper-joint space overlies the mandibular condyle. The well-defined inferior margin of the upper-joint space should not be mistaken for the “edge sign” of a sideways-dislocated meniscus. The upper-joint space extends farther than the edge of the lower-joint space in all directions (anteriorly, superiorly, and inferiorly) (Fig. 5).

The true incidence of sideways dislocation of the TMJ meniscus is higher than that detected radiologically. Since we became aware of this entity, a slight degree of sideways dislocation, not noticed radiologically, has become a frequent finding at surgery. Despite its common occurrence, to our knowledge, sideways dislocation of the TMJ meniscus has not previously been reported in the English radiologic literature. We suspect that the reason for this failure may be the almost routine use of and dependence on arthrotomography. A tomographic section at the level of a sideways-dislocated meniscus will give an appearance similar to that of an anteriorly dislocated meniscus.

In conclusion, sideways dislocation of the TMJ meniscus is a common finding both radiologically and surgically. This type of dislocation has a higher incidence of irreducibility and perforation of the meniscus. The radiologist should be aware of the “edge sign” on TMJ arthrography, because it may be the only indication of an abnormally positioned meniscus.
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